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Synopsis 

2015 was the first year that think tanks were incorporated into the ACT-IAC 

Management of Change (MOC) conference, and the DATA Act project within the 

Collaboration & Transformation SIG’s Financial Management Committee agreed to 

facilitate a think tank for the DATA Act. This report discusses the objectives, 

planning and development, facilitation, outcomes, and lessons learned.  
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Advancing Government Through Collaboration, Education and Action 

American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council (ACT-IAC) 

The American Council for Technology (ACT) is a non-profit educational organization established in 
1979 to improve government through the efficient and innovative application of information 
technology. In 1989 ACT established the Industry Advisory Council (IAC) to bring industry and 
government executives together to collaborate on IT issues of interest to the Government. 

ACT-IAC is a unique, public-private partnership dedicated to helping Government use technology to 
serve the public. The purposes of the organization are to communicate, educate, inform, and 
collaborate. ACT-IAC responds to government requests using a model that includes government and 
industry working together, elbow-to-elbow. ACT-IAC also works to promote the profession of public 
IT management. ACT-IAC offers a wide range of programs to accomplish these purposes. 

ACT-IAC welcomes the participation of all public and private organizations committed to improving 
the delivery of public services through the effective and efficient use of IT. For membership and other 
information, visit the ACT-IAC website at www.actiac.org.  

Collaboration & Transformation SIG Financial Management Committee 

DATA Act – Transparency in Federal Financials Project 

The C&T SIG sought input from the Department of the Treasury and the Office of Management & 
Budget (OMB) to follow the progress of the Digital Accountability and Transparency Act (DATA) Act 
from the pilot phase through practical/production implementation, providing useful information for 
industry and government managers to consider as they assess their readiness and develop their 
strategies to meet the new requirements. 

Disclaimer 

This document has been prepared to provide information regarding a specific issue. This document 
does not – nor is it intended to – take a position on any specific course of action or proposal. This 
document does not – nor is it intended to – endorse or recommend any specific technology, product 
or vendor. The views expressed in this document do not necessarily represent the official views of the 
individuals and organizations that participated in its development. Every effort has been made to 
present accurate and reliable information in this report. However, ACT-IAC assumes no responsibility 
for consequences resulting from the use of the information herein.  

Copyright 

©American Council for Technology, 2015. This document may not be quoted, reproduced and/or 
distributed unless credit is given to the American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council. 

Further Information 

For further information, contact ACT-IAC at (703) 208-4800 or www.actiac.org.  
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Introduction 

This report discusses the objectives of the DATA Act Think Tank, lessons learned during planning and 

facilitation, and a summary of outcomes from the event.   

DATA Act Think Tank Objectives 

The project planning team agreed on these objectives for the MoC Think Tank session: 

1. Level-set participants on the DATA Act, including its purpose, history, objectives, and progress.  

2. Encourage participants to explore the opportunities, challenges, and solutions associated with 

consuming data.  

3. Encourage participants to explore the challenges and solution options associated with 

publishing agency spending data.  

Think Tank Pilot 

The DATA Act Think Tank project team worked out a facilitation approach and plan, introduced the 

DATA Act, with updates on progress to participants (MoC DATA Act Think Tank Presentation) and 

provided a discussion guide and questions (MoC DATA Act Think Tank Discussion Guide).  

The project team piloted this session to improve both the presentation and the discussion guide and 

questions. As a result, the presentation was streamlined, and the discussion guide was optimized by 

eliminating some questions, simplifying others, and clarifying and streamlining the exercise 

instructions. The pilot also revealed that the breakout sessions would work best if someone who 

understood the exercises was assigned to each table during the conference session.  

DATA Act Think Tank Process and Outcomes 

DATA ACT Think Tank participants were grouped into tables and completed two exercises. In the first 

exercise, each table was asked to choose and discuss three questions from a list of questions about 

consuming data.  

http://www.actiac.org/
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The following matrix includes the questions participants chose and discussion summaries.  

Questions Discussion 

What changes do you want to 

influence? 

All teams elected to take the perspective of the taxpayer. 

Discussions focused on budgets that are results driven, 

real-time information on risk and mechanisms for alerting 

stakeholders to overspending or fraud, standards for costs 

and commodities to facilitate comparative analysis, and 

better information for driving decisions.  

What questions might you have about 

federal spending that you will be able 

to answer more easily or more 

completely with machine-readable, 

standardized spending data? 

One team elected to answer this question, and took the 

agency perspective. Discussion focused on agency 

effectiveness and accountability, and on finding and fixing 

redundancies in the procurement process and cycle.  

How might you combine spending 

data with other grants or contracts 

data to support your mission? 

Two teams elected to answer this question, one from the 

agency perspective, and one from the watchdog 

perspective. Discussion focused on combining spending 

data with other grants or contracts data to assess ROI by 

location or type of activity, tracking filings with regulators, 

improving financial management by connecting spending 

to performance outcomes and identifying/mitigating 

fraud/abuse, and providing more meaningful information 

to stakeholders/constituents.  

What knowledge, skills, and abilities 

(KSA) might you require for your 

analytics implementation team? What 

will you need to do to build this team? 

One team took this question from the agency perspective. 

Discussion on soft skills focused on strengthening customer 

service skills, business savvy (influencing others and 

program knowledge), and the ability to formulate and 

answer questions. Discussion on technical skills pertained 

to improving knowledge about data and data sources, and 

numbers and statistics.  

http://www.actiac.org/
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The second exercise had two parts, starting with each table discussing obstacles and competing 
priorities. In the second part, discussion focused on ways to overcome the obstacles and competing 
priorities identified by another team.  

Discussion on overcoming obstacles focused on strategies for evolving the culture and developing 

trust; improving knowledge and awareness; and securing executive advocacy and buy-in. Discussion 

also addressed concerns with data quality, silos/data hoarding, identifying authoritative data sources, 

and reducing/mitigating unmanaged data redundancy.  

Discussion on competing priorities focused on strategies for improving the timeliness and accuracy of 

data used in decision processes; prioritizing, balancing, and aligning stakeholder needs by finding and 

leveraging common threads across initiatives; establishing steering committees and working groups 

to plan and guide the implementation process; and developing meaningful stories.  

The questions each table selected and their respective answers are documented in the Appendix. 

Lessons Learned 

Participants reported taking away useful information from the presentations on the history of the 

DATA Act and on progress and next steps. Attendees also remarked that they enjoyed the small 

breakout group format and working through the problems, and valued what they learned from other 

participants in their small groups.  

75 minutes was not enough time to facilitate and complete these sessions. It was difficult to squeeze 

in the presentations and the exercises into a single session. In future sessions, aligning the conference 

keynote session content with the Think Tank session would allow facilitators to leverage the common 

pool of knowledge, reducing the time required to level-set participants, and allowing more time for 

the discussions and exercises.  

Alignment with the conference theme would also increase visibility and focus during keynotes and 

other presentations, generating additional interest and increasing participation in the focused DATA 

Act Think Tank session.  

The DATA Act Think Tank session would benefit from a location that is visible, easy to find, and easy 

to access, with clear signage outside the location. Think tanks are designed to be interactive and 

engaging, which translates to lots of talking and activity. To encourage engagement, think tank 

sessions should not be co-located with other events, and rooms should have doors.  

http://www.actiac.org/
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Conclusion 

All participants support the objectives of the DATA Act, and will continue to work the challenges 

identified, with an eye on using standardized, machine-readable financial spending data to get the 

most out of taxpayer dollars and improve how government functions.  

Authors & Affiliations 

MoC DATA Act Think Tank Lead 

Catherine Ives, Citizant 

MoC DATA Act Think Tank Session Presenters 

Amy Haseltine, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Grants and Acquisition Policy and Accountability 
(OGAPA), Health and Human Services 
Hudson Hollister, Data Transparency Coalition 

DATA Act Project Team Members / Think Tank Facilitators 

KC McHargue, E3 Federal Solutions 
Kathryn Kienast, Booz Allen Hamilton 
Patricia Burke, OpenText 

MoC DATA Act Think Tank Session Scribes 

Paul Anninos, REI Systems 
Jim Beaupre, ACT-IAC 
Mathias Bombardi, Booz Allen Hamilton 
Hudson Hollister, Data Transparency Coalition 

Appendix 

MoC Data Act Think Tank Discussion Guide 

DATA Act Think Tank 

Inspiring vision, solutions orientation, and forward thinking 

Thank you for engaging in the DATA Act Think Tank. The results of today’s session will be transcribed 

and shared with you and Government leadership via ACT-IAC executive whitepapers on the DATA Act.    

Topic 1. Consuming Federal Spending Data  

Total time: 25 min 

http://www.actiac.org/
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Instructions – Discussion Time: 20 minutes 

2 minutes Choose three questions to discuss: Each participant, choose your top three 
questions. Select one participant to tally the votes and ID the top 3. 

1 minute Choose a perspective for the questions. Your team can decide to switch 
perspectives for different questions. If necessary, tally the votes to decide.   
Perspective options: federal government, state or local government, academia, 
watchdog group, taxpayers, grant recipient, government contractor 

30 seconds Choose a scribe.  

~11 minutes Talk about the top three questions. 

If done early… Choose and discuss another question.  

Discussion: Discovering Solutions for Consuming Federal Spending Data  

Team: Put yourselves in the place of your table’s selected viewpoint and answer your selected 
questions.  

Scribe: Please capture key concepts on the flip chart paper. Please write your name/email on your 

notes.  

# Questions 

1.  What changes or outcomes do you want to influence, or anticipate influencing, 
with standardized Federal spending data?  

2.  What questions might you have about Federal spending that you will be able to answer 
more easily or more completely with machine readable, standardized spending data? 

3.  In its memo, OMB stated that, of the 57 data elements, 15 are final; 12 will be soon 
finalized; and 30 are still outstanding. What might be the implications of evolving standards 
and a progressive implementation for consumers of federal spending data?  

4.  How might you combine spending data with other grants or contracts data to support your 
mission? 

5.  What standard reports or analytic capabilities do you hope/ expect the Government might 
provide?  

6.  If you plan to go beyond what the Government might provide, what capabilities might your 
organization require/ develop?  

7.  What knowledge, skills and abilities might you require for your analytics implementation 
team? What will you need to do to build this team?  

Reporting Results (Reporting Time: 5 minutes) – Up to three tables will report out. Other teams - 

please tape results to the wall for later viewing.  

Topic 2. Publishing Federal Spending Data 

http://www.actiac.org/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2015/05/08/better-data-better-decisions-better-government
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This is a two-part topic. In part 1, teams will discuss obstacles and competing priorities. In part 2, 

teams will talk about ways to overcome the obstacles and competing priorities identified by another 

team.  

Total time: 25 min 

Part 1 Instructions – Discussion Time: ~8 minutes 

30 seconds Choose a new scribe.  

7 minutes Perspective: federal agency.  
Talk about the questions, either individually or collectively. 

30 seconds Scribe: Please take the outcomes recorded on the flipchart paper, move one 
table clockwise, and join the new group. 

Discussion: Identifying Obstacles to Publishing Federal Spending Data (5 minutes) 

Scribe: Please capture key concepts on the flip chart paper. Please add your name/email.  

# Questions 

1.  What are the top 3 obstacles that may impede successful implementation?  

2.  What are the top 3 competing priorities that may impede successful implementation? 

3.  What might be the implications of evolving standards and a progressive implementation for 
publishers of federal spending data? 

4.  The DATA Act Playbook includes 8 steps. (See handout.) What are the implications for 
publishers? 

Part 2 Instructions - Discussion Time: ~12 minutes 

2 minutes Scribe: Please review/ explain the prior team’s outcomes with your new team. 

10 minutes Talk about the first two questions, either individually or collectively. 

Discussion: Discovering Solutions for Publishing Federal Spending Data 

Scribe: Please capture key concepts on a new sheet of flip chart paper. Please add your name/email. 

# Questions 

1.  Review the answers your table received from the sending table. What are ideas for 
addressing these observations to successfully implement the DATA Act?  

2.  Optional: Having trouble answering? Talk about the knowledge, skills and abilities you will 
require to figure these out, strategize, and plan. How might you build this team?  

Reporting Results (Reporting Time: 5 minutes) – Up to three tables will report out. Other teams - 

please tape results to the wall for later viewing.  

http://www.actiac.org/
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MoC DATA Act Think Tank Presentation 
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MoC DATA Act Think Tank Outcomes 

This section summarizes the table discussions at the MoC DATA Act Think Tank. 

Topic 1. Consuming Federal Spending Data  

Q1. What changes do you want to influence? 

Perspective: taxpayer 

 Agency budgets that are more adaptive; focused on most important results 

 More proactive, relevant “alerts” on overspending, fraud, etc. 

 Real-time risk information 

 Standard costs for commodities  

 Data mash-up, overlays for deeper understanding 

 Better services 

 Lower costs 

 Better understanding when acting 

Q2. What questions might you have about federal spending that you will be able to answer more 

easily or more completely with machine readable, standardized spending data? 

Perspective: agency 

 Agency effectiveness  

 Accountability  

 Procurement cycle: find redundancies 

Q4. How might you combine spending data with other grants or contracts data to support your 

mission? 

Perspective: agency 

 Grants management: ROI and outcomes to find by criteria (location, type of activity) 

 Contract management: track filings with regulators  

 Financial management 

Perspective: watchdog  

 Connect spending to performance/outcomes 

 Identify waist, abuse, fraud 

 Report out to constituents and ensure money aligns with mission 

Q5. What standard reports or analytic capabilities do you hope/expect the government might 

provide? 

Perspective: taxpayer  

http://www.actiac.org/
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 Better understanding of gap between budget and spend, and why! 

Q6. If you plan to go beyond what the government might provide, what capabilities might your 

organization require/develop? 

Perspective: agency 

 Error correction - automated 

Q7. What knowledge, skills and abilities might you require for your analytics implementation team? 

What will you need to do to build this team? 

Perspective: agency  

 Helpful 

 Knowledgeable of data, stats, numbers 

 Knowledgeable about programs 

 Knowledgeable about the data sources  

 Ability to ask questions  

 Advocate/insider 

Topic 2. Publishing Federal Spending Data 

Topic 2 had two parts. In part 1, tables discussed obstacles and competing priorities. In part 2, scribes 

from part one rotated to a new table, taking their findings from the first part with them. Scribes led 

new tables in discussions about ways to overcome the obstacles and competing priorities identified 

by the prior tables.   

Perspective: Federal Agency 

Q1. What are the top 3 obstacles that may impede successful implementation? 
A1. What are ideas for addressing these observations to successfully implement the DATA Act? 

Table 1 

1. Data quality 

 Cleansing 

 Governance 

 Architecture 

 CDO 

 Using your own data to help drive up quality 

2. Data hoarding; fear of use by others 

 Build trust 

 Share best practices 

http://www.actiac.org/
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 Increase communications 

 Reward business owners for releasing data 

3. Executive buy-in/advocacy 

 Lobby! 

 Build a steering committee; governance 

 Promote a mentality of ownership 

 Think “business context” first, and tech context second 

 Explore who is hurt most by not participating – part of the ROI perspective 

Table 2 

1. Funding/resources 

 OMB/Congress – budget authority to direct spending 

 Realistic LOE 

2. Authoritative sources 

 Data catalog 

 Treasury as broker 

 Federal level governance 

 CDO agenda 

 Education 

3. Trust 

 Transparency 

 Incentives 

 Outcomes (used internally) 

Table 3 

1. Silos/rice bowls - culture 
2. Disparate data (systems and exchanges) 
3. Insufficient knowledge of DATA Act in mission and system owners 

Q2. What are the top 3 competing priorities that may impede successful implementation? 
A2. What are ideas for addressing these competing priorities to successfully implement the DATA 
Act?  

Table 1 

1. Speed and accuracy 

 Strong schedule and time lines 

 Getting flags/alerts on data issues 

http://www.actiac.org/
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2. Trying to meet too many stakeholder needs/requests 

 Find commonality, common threads 

 Pilot programs 

 Good stories, business cases 

3. Getting agency “together on this;” different levels of commitments within the agency 

 Establish working groups, steering committees 

 Develop and implement a communication plan 

Table 2 

1. Inflight projects 

 Emerging agency priorities 

2. Competing mandates 

 Data driven decisions 

 “new default” 

Table 3 

1. Budget/reductions 
2. Lifecycle improvement phases 
3. Previous organizational commitments (day jobs) 
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